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Figure 9. Mean Cumulative Summer Flounder Discard Mortality by Tow 

Time and for All Tows Combined for Trips 3-10 
 

 
 Tow	  Time	  
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ATTACHMENT 1 
 

FACT SHEET 
 

SUMMER FLOUNDER DISCARD MORTALITY 
PERSPECTIVE 

 
 
 Summer flounder or fluke (Paralichthys dentatus) is found from Nova Scotia to 
Florida in shallow estuarine waters and along the outer continental shelf.  Summer 
flounder migrate seasonally inshore and offshore.  Spawning occurs between the fall and 
late winter. 
 
 Summer flounder support important commercial and recreational fisheries.  They 
are managed cooperatively by the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission 
(ASMFC) and the Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council (MAFMC).  Management 
goals are achieved through the use of commercial quotas (allocated by state and season), 
recreational harvest limits, minimum mesh requirements, minimum fish size, possession 
limits and other gear restrictions. 
 
 Fishery managers, scientists and commercial fishermen share a common concern 
over the present use of 80% for discard mortality within the summer flounder 
management plan.  In 2007 the Cornell Marine Program received a Research Set-Aside 
grant to determine the actual Summer Flounder trawl discard mortality.  The fieldwork 
has been successfully completed and the full final report is available on our website. At 
www.counties.cce.cornell.edu/suffolkprograms/marhome.htm (under research) 
“Evaluation of Summer Flounder Discard Mortality In The Inshore Bottom Trawl 
Fishery.” 
 
 This fact sheet is a brief guide to the general findings of this research. The 
information attempts to provide insight and common understanding related to the 
practical application of the research findings for those involved in this important fishery.   
 
 Our approach will be to answer some important obvious and common questions 
concerning summer flounder discard mortality. 
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Q:  Why is summer flounder discard mortality important? 
 
A:  To begin, the unintended consequence of the summer flounder management plan is the creation of 

discards and the resulting mortality.  A summer flounder discard mortality factor is used in the stock 
assessment calculation and impacts the annual available quota. An important challenge of management 
measures is to minimize bycatch to the extent possible.  Since all bycatch can not be avoided 
management measures need to minimize the mortality of such bycatch. From a practical view discard 
mortality affects the available quota, and from a broader perspective the composite stock population. 

 
Q:  What do the terms bycatch, economic discards and regulatory discards mean? 
 
A:  1 Bycatch – the term bycatch means fish which are harvested in a fishery which was not sold or kept 

and include economic discards and regulatory discards. 
 
      2  Economic discards – The term economic discards means fish which are a targeted species, but which 

are not retained because of size, quality or other economic factor. 
 
      3 Regulatory discards – The term regulatory discard means fish harvested in a fishery which are 

required by regulation to discard when caught.  An example would be fish caught over the daily trip 
limit.   

 
Q:  What was the purpose of the summer flounder discard mortality study? 
 
A: The purpose of this study was to gain perspective to improve and enhance fishery information about 

discard mortality for summer flounder in the trawl fishery.  Presently the summer flounder fishery 
management plan uses an estimation or assumed discard mortality factor.  

 
Q: How was the study conducted and what were the study goals? 
A: The study goal was to determine discard mortality relative to tow time, total catch, fish size and the 

amount of time that fish were on deck.  To respond to this goal actual trawl discard mortality was 
monitored and compared to the present assumed estimation.   Ten scientific fishing trips consisting of 
tows of 1, 2 and 3 hours were conducted. 

 
Q: What were the study results and how do they  compare to 80% estimated discard mortality rate?  
 
A: The summed discard mortality had a median of 78.7%.  However, the overall project mean, a more 

useful parameter rather than median was 64.6% and is considerably less than the value in the current 
assessment.  Mortality rates for 1 and 2-hour tows were less than for the 3-hour tows, with both the 
mean and median mortality rates for the 1- hour and 2-hour tows considerably less than the current 
estimated 80% mortality. 

 
Q: Do trip limits effect discard mortality? 
 
A: There is a direct and significant relationship between trip limits and discard mortality. For example, 

during the six month (May- Oct) study period New York State summer flounder trip limits ranged 
between 30-90 lbs.  Due to these relatively low trip limits regulatory discards (those fish caught over 
the daily trip limit excluding sublegal sized fish) ranged from 53% to 95% for the ten trips.  Higher 
discards equal higher overall mortality.  State management quota distribution plans should consider 
methods of avoiding particularly low daily trip limits when possible.  Alternatives include optional 
weekly trip limits or sectoring harvesting capabilities. 

 
Q: What are the critical discard mortality  factors?   
 
A: Tow time is far and away the greatest contributor to discard mortality.  To a lesser degree, cull time 

and total catch impact discard mortality but are arguably inter-related to tow time.  Fish size, gear type, 
co-harvested species, water temperature, etc. were not statistically important discard mortality factors. 
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Q: What can I do to effectively reduce discard mortality? 
 
A:  First, reduce tow times to the shortest (and most fuel efficient) levels possible relative to existing trip 

limits.  Deck pen and hydrate fish during culling using deck hoses when possible.  Cull regulatory and 
economic discard as efficiently as is feasible.  The take-home message from the project is to make 
short tows and quickly cull the catch in order to maximize fluke discard survival.  

 
Exclude use of any culling equipment; (i.e. shovels, fish picks/forks etc.) Use special designed super 
grip rubber gloves.  Raise crew awareness to the importance of adopting handling practices that don’t 
further compromise discarded fish condition.  Today’s discard maybe tomorrow’s keeper! 

 
Q: What and how do various discard factors effect survival? 
 
A: Let’s begin by describing our research approach.  Summer Flounder mortality was evaluated relative to 

tow time, fish size, and length of time fish were kept on the deck of the vessel for each of the ten trips. 
A random sample of summer flounder discards including both legal and sublegal sized fish were 
collected while aboard bottom trawling vessels.   

 
Approximately 20 fish from each of 6 categories (120 fish) were measured, tagged and held in a 
dockside net-pen for mortality monitoring for 14 days.  The 6 categories were a combination of 
parameters which include tow times of 1 hour, 2 hour and 3 hours and 2 different deck times involving 
an immediate cull (0-10 minutes) and a normal fishing practice cull (approximately 30 minutes).   

 
As noted tow time and to a lesser extent total catch and cull time were the key mortality variables.  
Conversely fish condition as recorded across all measured variables resulted in higher survival for fish 
held that were rated in excellent condition. 

 
Q: Does the species composition of the fish  caught with Summer Flounder effect discard mortality? 
 

A: Interestingly, there does not appear to be a significant effect or impact on summer flounder mortality 
related directly to individual co-harvested species.  However larger catches did correlate to increased 
mortality and these larger catches included large quantities of skates. 

 
Q: How does the type of gear effect fluke discard mortality? 
 
A: While there is some evidence that gear (larger mesh vs. small mesh) can in combination with other 

factors impact discard mortality it was not clearly evident in our study findings.  Mainly, because not 
enough trips involving small mesh were conducted, since this gear is not typically used in the inshore 
fishery.  Further efforts isolating large and small mesh gear as a specific study focus could help 
determine their relative discard mortality impacts. 

 
Q: What additional work needs to be completed to determine a valuable discard mortality factor for 

fluke? 
 

A: A comparable evaluation of summer flounder discard mortality in the offshore trawl fishery would 
compliment these findings.  The composite results will define differences and at the same time provide 
a scientific base for the discard mortality rate used across the inshore and offshore components of the 
fishery.  The significant relationship of tow time to discard mortality reported suggests that correlating 
average tow time as reported in vessel trip reports (VTR) involving summer flounder may help identify 
a quantifiable discard mortality rate.  Also since total catch proved to be an important mortality 
variable, determining the difference between tow time and total catch may help explain/reduce discard 
mortality.       

 
Q:   How was discard mortality calculated? 
 
A: Discard mortality was calculated for all tow times and deck times.  ANOVA analysis and a posteriori 

analysis (commonly used statistical analysis) were performed on all data elements to determine which 
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factors were significant to fish condition and survival.  These included total catch weight, catch 
composition, net size and dimensions, mesh size, water temperature, fish condition, fish size and cull 
time among others.  

 
Q: Was extended discard mortality evaluated? 
 
A: As an adjunct to the project objective to evaluate mortality of summer flounder in the inshore fishery a 

tagging program was employed for all released study fish.  Information collected upon recapture of 
tagged and released fish therefore will provide qualitative data on additional survival for the time the 
fish is at liberty. 

 
Q: How will the study results be used? 
 
A: The final project report will be viewed by Southern Demersal Working Group (SDWG).  The SDWG 

has recommended additional work be conducted to understand the factors affecting discard mortality 
rates and the difference between the inshore and offshore components of the multispecies trawl fishery 
to facilitate future application of this information into the stock assessment. 

 
The questions raised and answered in this fact sheet were offered to provide better understanding on 
how we can use this valuable resource for all those involved in this important fishery.  As mentioned 
for more information please visit our website at 
www.counties.cce.cornell.edu/suffolkprograms/marhome.htm 
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ATTACHMENT 2  
 
Press Release Package 
 
Dan’s Paper – July 6, 2007 – Page 111 – “Go Fish” 
 
The News Review – July 26, 2007 – Page 30A – “Cornell Seeks Return of Fish Tags” 
 
Commercial Fisheries News – Compass Publications 

May 2007 – Page 22A – “Fluke Study” 
 

December 2006 – Page 21A – “NFI-SMC Announces RSA Quota Auction to 
Raise Research Funds” 

   
Tag Return advertisement – August, September, October, November 2007 

 
The Fisherman Magazine – tag return advertisements 
 8/02/07 Issue #31 

8/16/07 Issue #33 
8/30/07 Issue #35 
10/04/07 Issue #40 
10/18/07 Issue #42 

 
National Fisherman – Diversified Publications – tag return advertisements 

Issue September 2007 
Issue October 2007 
Issue November 2007 

 
Websites: 

Northeast.com 
Thefishingline.org 
Fishtheisland.com 
 

The East Hampton Star – June 14, 2007 – “Putting Fluke to the Test” by Rusty Drumm 
 
Dockside flyers all summer 2007 
 
Newsday – June 15, 2009 – Page A2 – “Their Catch of the Day is for Research”  
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Tag Return Advertisement in National Fisherman magazine 

 

 
Tag Return Advertisement in Commercial Fisheries News 
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7/26/07 Cornell Cooperative Extension of Suffolk County is reaching out to those who 
fish our waters to help with a major survey involving the mortality of discarded fluke and 
flounder. What’s in it for those who cooperate with the effort is a $20 payment for each 
tag removed from fish caught. What Cornell will want to know is the date, location, size 
of the fish and water depth of the catch. Through September, Cornell scientists will cull 
sample fish, weigh and measure them and tag the fish, which will be kept in holding 
tanks for 14 days before being released back into the local waterways. They’re asking for 
all tags from legal-size summer flounder to sub-legal size summer flounder. Call (631) 
727-7850, ext. 317, or e-mail taf4@cornell.edu for more information 
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Putting Fluke to the Test 

By Russell Drumm 

(06/14/2007)    Tara Froehlich and Jeanette Klopchin bubbled to the surface, 
yellow air hoses snaking around them, diving masks in place. They swam to a 
small floating dock and put a few more dead fluke in a basket to be counted. 
Emerson Hasbrouck, senior extension educator with the Cornell Cooperative 
Extension, kept a tally. 

    The diving agents were working inside an underwater cage made of net similar 
to the bailing section of a pound trap. The fluke they were bringing up had been 
caught two days earlier, on May 30, by the dragger Rianda S. The divers were 
culling the dead fish from among the 120 that had been placed in a holding pen 
attached to Montauk’s Inlet Seafood dock. 

    Mr. Hasbrouck and the fishing partners of the Inlet Seafood company are 
working together on an experiment they hope will shed light on the number of 
“regulatory discards,” that is, fish that must be thrown back when a boat’s daily 
limit has already been reached — how many of them survive being forced into the 
net, lifted on board, culled, and returned to the sea. 

    The Rianda’s May 30 trip was the first of many fluke collection trips that will 
take place through October aboard different craft and under a number of 
different conditions. All participating boats are equipped with seawater holding 
tanks. 

    Mr. Hasbrouck said that getting a handle on the actual survival rate will help 
those who manage the species fine tune their approach. 

    “The goal is to show what the actual mortality rate is instead of a best 
guesstimate. There are no studies that show it. Oftentimes fishermen can’t help 
but catch summer flounders, so why throw back dead fish,” Mr. Hasbrouck said. 

    The fluke collected on the trip were monitored over a two-week period to see 
how many would die. They were checked every other day. Those caught by the 
Rianda S on May 30 that survived the two-week test will be released today. 

    Collection trips are expected to go out every 14 days. The Montauk dragger 
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New Age will be fishing for the next group of test fluke. There is a $20 reward for 
those who recapture the released fish in the days, weeks, and months to come.  

    Before they were put into the holding pen, each of the Rianda’s fluke was 
tagged. The tags identify which tow (dragging of the net) caught the fish. The 
tows were either one, two, or three hours long. 

    In addition, each tag tells Mr. Hasbrouck if the individual fish were taken from 
the deck and placed in the deck tank immediately, or after a 20-minute delay. 
The experiment includes a control group comprised of fish caught in pound traps. 
Trap-caught fluke are subjected to very little stress. 

    On May 30, the Rianda caught 1,600 pounds of fluke. By federal law, she was 
only permitted to keep 90 pounds. Except for “research set-aside” fish, the rest 
had to be thrown back by law. 

    For years now, fishermen have complained that managing the fluke resource 
via daily trip limits resulted in unacceptable mortality — fish that die as a result 
of their ordeal despite being returned to the sea. Instead, they favor a quota 
covering a greater length of time, a monthly quota, for instance. The preferred 
approach — the ability to keep all the fluke they catch each trip — would allow 
them to fill their boat’s quota faster, and then stop targeting that species. 

    Mr. Hasbrouck’s team also keeps a record of the conditions under which the 
fluke were caught. For instance, if they were caught in a net loaded down with 
dogfish, more damage would be expected because of the crush of fish. 

    As of Friday, 84 of the 120 fluke from the Rianda’s trip had died. “The 
estimated rate that the government uses is 80-percent mortality. We are at 70 
percent, and this trip the fluke were caught with a significant amount of skates, 
which probably reduced survival. We’re seeing that hardly any of the fish that we 
determined were in excellent condition died. The ones that did die were in poor 
or moderate condition.” 

    He said he didn’t know what fishery managers would do with the results of the 
study, “but we will document it, and we may have recommendations. I don’t 
know what they are yet, and some could be common-sense things: mortality 
reduced by shorter tows, and faster sorting times, for instance.” 

    Government managers use the discard mortality rate to come up with a fluke 
“stock assessment,” the size of the population. Mr. Hasbrouck said that if the 
experiment’s mortality rate was significantly lower than 80 percent — “if fewer 
are dying, it could mean there are more fluke out there.” 
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                                                 Go Fish 

 (July 6, 2007) This past week's full moon attracted large stripers to East End waters. Ken Morse, of Tight 
Lines Tackle in Sag Harbor, said he weighed in a 40-pounder. Then Harvey Bennett at Amagansett's Tackle 
Shop said a client came in with a 47-pounder, but the high hook report is from Paulie Apostolides of Paulie's 
Tackle in Montauk - a 57-pound striped bass. 

Fluking action also turned red-hot after the winds died down. Steve at Wego Fishing Bait &` Tackle in 
Southold weighed in a 7.5-pound fluke. He also reports good porgy fishing in the Peconic bays and the sand 
eels have recently been showing up, which make excellent bait for all local catches. Harvey Bennett had a 
client weigh in an 8.5 pound fluke caught off the beach in Napeague and Ken Morse reports a 12-pounder 
weighed in at Tight Lines. 

For surf fisherman, bluefish were caught in Heady Creek at the eastern end of Shinnecock Bay. The cut 
to the ocean at Mecox Bay, on the Water Mill/Bridgehampton border, was opened by the Town of 
Southampton at the end of last week. Baitfish usually pour out of Mecox to the ocean, attracting bluefish and 
striped bass, but the cut may have closed itself naturally by now. 

Two of the winning sharks caught by Montauk Marine Basin's tournament winners last weekend were a 
264-lb. blue shark and a 519-lb. thresher. The next big shark tournament is the Montauk Boatmen and 
Captains Association charity competition on July 14 and 15 at Star Island, with more than $100,000 in prizes 
offered. 

Noreast.com has its Flukemania Smackdown tournament the same weekend. The entry fee is only $25 
and $20,000 in cash prizes will be given out. Winning fish will be the heaviest fluke caught in excess of 20 
inches (awards range from $100 for winners #6 to 15 and $10,000 for the first prize winner). Register online 
at www.noreast.com or call 1-866-610-2246. 

Offshore fluking from the one-mile buoy outside the Shinnecock inlet east to the Castle off the Meadow 
Lane ocean beach has been bringing in large fish. Inside Shinnecock Bay, fluking has been good at the 
Basket. 

The Cornell Marine Program out of Riverhead is conducting a fluke survey on the mortality rate of 
undersized fluke (less than 19.5 inches). Every two weeks, a number of these tagged fluke are released 
back into local waters. If you catch one, return it to the water but report the tag number, color, location 
caught, water depth, length of fish and weight to the program at (631) 727-7850 ext. 317 (or 
Taf4@cornell.edu) and receive a $20-per-tag payment. 

The Cornell Marine Program will also be conducting a Bluefin tuna survey. They are looking for 
commercial and party boat captains to participate. The email contact and telephone numbers are the same 
as for the fluke program. Commercial and sports fisherman must work together to conserve and sustain the 
fishery. 

-Rich Firstenberg (YeOldeSalt@aol.com) 
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ATTACHMENT 3 
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SUMMARY 
 

In 2007, Cornell University Cooperative Extension received a RSA grant to determine 
the discard mortality in the inshore summer flounder trawl fishery.  Fieldwork was 
carried out successfully from May through October 2007 off Long Island, New York.  
Ten scientific trips were made on commercial draggers working the traditional mixed 
trawl fishery.  A goal of the project was to determine discard mortality relative to tow 
time, fish size, and the amount of time fish were on the deck of the vessel.  Tows of 1, 2 
and 3 hours in duration were conducted.  Fish were culled both immediately (from 0-10 
minutes on deck) and after being held on deck for a delayed period of time (25-35 
minutes on deck).  Approximately 20 live fish were removed from the immediate and 
delayed culls upon haul-back of each tow.  These live fish were weighed, tagged, and 
graded by condition before being transferred to a flow through seawater holding system 
where they were held on deck for the duration of the trip.  The total catch of fluke was 
weighed and sorted between live and dead at consistent intervals of time to determine the 
effect of culling for a long as it took to clear the deck.  Other variables were examined 
including total catch weight, species composition of total catch, fish condition factors, 
gear size, water temperature and air temperature.  Upon arrival at the dock, live fish were 
transferred to a dockside net-pen holding system and monitored for mortality over a 14-
day period.   Discard mortality rates were calculated based on the live/dead fraction of 
fish sorted on deck as well as the mortality rate of the live fish held in the monitoring net-
pen system over a 14 day period.  Mortality rates were calculated by tow time, cull time 
and overall.  Mortality rates for the 1 and 2-hour tows were less than for the 3-hour tow.  
Mortality rates for the immediate cull and delayed cull were similar.  Overall median 
mortality was similar to the value assumed in recent summer flounder assessments. 
 

METHODS 
 
 

The research design of this study was dictated by the specific proposal requirements, i.e. 
to conduct ten one-day fishing trips incorporating different gear types, and areas fished, 
reflective of the inshore mixed trawl fishery.  The selection of gear, fishing area, target 
species was left to the participating commercial fisherman to determine in consultation 
with CCE.  This was done with the hope of not skewing the results in any one given 
direction, by letting the natural conditions dictate the project activity to reflect a more 
realistic picture of the existing inshore trawl fishery including summer flounder. Ten 
research trips were completed and have met the design criteria outlined in the proposal.  
Each trip consisted of a 1, 2 and 3-hour tow, with an immediate and delayed cull for each 
specific tow. A specific culling procedure was adopted, so as to maintain random 
sampling protocol.  The following time line was used after haul back:  
 

• 0-10 minutes (immediate cull) – collection of 20 live fish for cages plus 
sorting of live and dead fish from one half of the pile. 

• 10-25 minutes – sorting of live and dead fish only. 
• 25-35 minutes (delayed cull) – collection of 20 live fish for cages plus sorting 

of live and dead fish from second half of the pile. 
• 35-50 minutes – sorting of live and dead fish only. 
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Processing the catch continued until all summer flounder were sorted by live or dead in 
15 minute increments of time until all fish were sorted.  In addition, all other species in 
each tow were recorded.  For each of the three tows conducted, 40 live fish randomly 
selected were tagged, weighed, measured and rated as to condition utilizing a scale of 
excellent, good, poor with specific trawl damage noted.  
 
The live fish selected for the mortality monitoring component of the project were held 
during the trip in an on board holding system. Twenty live fish were selected from each 
cull time for each tow time. A total of 120 total live fish were held for each trip. The on 
board holding system and plan adopted was similar to that used in the commercial fishery 
for holding and transport of live fish.  Two 35 cubic foot, 268 gallon capacity Bonar 
insulated holding containers were used in addition to 22 holding cages constructed of 
plastic coated wire.  The live fish were placed in the cages, and the cages were stacked in 
the Bonar containers filled with seawater. Each Bonar container held up to eight cages, 
with each cage typically holding ten fish.  This system allowed for optimum holding and 
transport of the fish.  The cages kept the fish from sloshing in the containers, kept the 
weight of fish off of each other and allowed for maximum water flow around each 
individual fish. 
 
Two (2) twelve volt battery operated aerator compressor systems utilizing four large 
capacity air stones per container were used to aerate the holding system. This method has 
proven to be very effective in terms of maintaining fish condition and was very practical 
for fish handling purposes.  The on board holding system was continually monitored for 
water temperature and dissolved oxygen levels during each trip.  Surface and bottom 
temperatures and dissolved oxygen were also monitored in the targeted fishing areas and 
correlated with the temperatures and oxygen levels in the on board holding system. 
 
The ability to safely hold and monitor all study fish was necessary to fully measure 
summer flounder trawl discard mortality.  Through consultation with aquaculture 
specialists, commercial fishermen and a gear specialist we were able to design, construct 
and install a 15' diameter by 15' deep pentagon shaped net-pen attached to a stake system 
incorporating a pulley rope system which allowed the raising and lowering of the net-pen 
similar to a pound net installation.  This design allowed easy access to stock and the 
ability to monitor and finally release study fish with minimum impact. The net-pen was 
installed next to the Inlet Seafood Dock at Montauk. The location was adjacent to the 
Montauk Harbor Inlet and provided excellent water quality and good flushing and 
exchange with Block Island Sound. 
 
At the end of each of the scheduled discard mortality harvest trips all fish held live in the 
on board live holding system from each tow and cull, were transferred to the dockside 
net-pen holding system.  They were held in the net-pen system for 14 days to monitor 
mortality.  Scuba certified staff conducted net-pen monitoring on days 1, 2, 3 and then 
every other day during the 14-day holding period. Information collected included dead 
fish vitals, fish tag numbers, surface and bottom water temperature/ dissolved oxygen 
levels.  Scales and otoliths were also collected from dead fish. 
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On day 14 the net-pen was lifted and all remaining fish including live fish, dead fish and 
control fish, were removed from the net-pen.  Tag information and fish condition index 
were recorded for all fish. All live control and experimental fish were released in adjacent 
waters.  The net-pen was then re-set and prepared to receive a new set of control fish as 
well as the new set of experimental fish being harvested on board the mortality harvest 
trip.  We utilized two CCE crews on each day that we had a scheduled harvest trip (every 
14 days).  One crew went out on the trawler and performed all scientific components 
associated with the collection and harvest of fish.  The other crew was the net-pen shore 
side crew and took care of all scientific components related to: collecting and releasing 
fish from the net-pen after their 14 day study; accepting and processing new control fish; 
transferring the new set of experimental fish into the net-pen when the harvest vessel and 
crew returned to the dock at the end of the day.  This two crew procedure provided for 
efficiency of the overall process and allowed us to stick to a schedule of a new harvest 
trip every 14 days in order to accomplish the number of trips needed before the end of 
October.  Also, local baymen were hired to lift and re-set the net-pen on each release day.  
 

RESULTS 
 

We calculated the cumulative mortality for each tow on trips 3-10 using the mortality on 
board and estimating the number of live fish culled that would have died using the 14 day 
survivorship observed in the dockside holding/monitoring pen.  First, for each trip, tow, 
and cull time we calculated a weight for dead fish in the pen that was corrected for the 
mortality rate of control fish in the pen,  

! 

w
^
td : 

! 

w
^
td = wd " [(1" survc )(wd + wl )]   (1) 

 
where 

! 

wd  is the weight of dead fish in the pen, 

! 

survc  is the fraction of control fish living 
after 14 days in the pen, and 

! 

wl  is the weight of live fish released from the pen after 14 
days.  
 
     The survivorship of live fish in the pen, SP, was determined as: 

! 

SP = wtl /(wtl + w
^
td )      (2) 

 
     The survivorships from equation (2) were used to calculate the ratio of survivorship 
between the immediate and delayed cull times, ∆S: 
 

! 

"S = SP#=D /SP#= I      (3) 
 
where 

! 

SP"=D  is the survivorship of fish in the pen at the delayed cull time and 

! 

SP"= I  is the 
survivorship of fish in the pen at immediate cull time. 
 
     We calculated the elapsed time between the immediate and delayed cull times, t as: 
 

! 

t = [(te " ts) /2 + ts]#=D " [(te " ts) /2 + ts]#= I   (4) 
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where 

! 

te  is the end of the time interval in question, from the time the net was brought 
onboard, and 

! 

ts is the start of the time interval in question, both in cumulative minutes. 
 
The change in the survival fraction, ∆S, between the two cull times is converted to a rate, 
fm, that can be used to estimate the change from any other cull time, under the 
assumption that the rate is linear with time: 
 

! 

fm = ("ln(#S)) / t      (5) 
 
Thus, to calculate the amount of surviving summer flounder, we apply this rate to each 
10-15 minute cull period, using equation (4) to determine the elapsed time.  Then, the 
estimated fish surviving, EL, is: 
 

! 

EL = (Lup + Lp )e
" fm# t

i=1

n

$     (6) 

 
where 

! 

Lup  is the weight of live fish that were not placed into the net-pen and 

! 

Lp  is the 
weight of the live fish that were placed into the net-pen. 
 
The estimated weight of dead fish for each tow, ED, is then: 
 

! 

ED = wtc " EL      (7) 
 
where 

! 

wtc  is the total catch weight for all summer flounder. 
 
Finally, the % mortality for the tow can be calculated as: 
 

! 

%Mortality = ED /(ED+ EL)     (8) 
 
 
The discard mortality for each tow length duration, as well as for all tow times combined, 
is shown in Table 1.  These mortality rates are for the entire summer flounder catch for 
each tow time and reflect the total mortality for each tow from the time the fish were 
dumped on deck until the deck is cleared. The median mortality for all tows combined at 
78.7% is very close to the estimated overall discard mortality of 80% currently used in 
the summer founder assessment.  The mean of 64.6% however is considerably less.  Also 
the mean and median mortality rates for the 1-hour and 2-hour tows are considerably less 
than the currently estimated 80% mortality.  In order to use a mortality rate representative 
of the overall inshore fishery for summer flounder, tow length parameters of the fishery 
should be evaluated.  Observer data and VTR data should be analyzed for average tow 
time across the fishery.  Our calculated mortality rate for the tow time that is most 
representative of the Observer/VTR data could then be used in the assessment. 
 
An a posteriori least squares means test on tow time shows that mortality was greater in 
3-hour tows than 2-hour tows and greater in 2-hour tows than 1-hour tows.  Additionally, 
1-hour tows and 3-hour tows were significantly different from each other (p = .0044).   
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The calculated mortality by tow time and cull time is shown in Table 2.  All of these 
values are considerably different, for both the mean and median, from the currently used 
80% rate and exhibit a considerable range.  Interestingly there is not much difference 
between the overall mortality rate for all tows combined at the immediate cull and at the 
delayed cull. 


